
1Where Did God Come From?

Key Faith Foundation: God Is Eternal 

Key Scriptures: Genesis 1:1-2; Psalms 90:1-2; 102:24-28;  

Isaiah 48:12-13; John 1:1-4; Revelation 22:13

Who Is God?  
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5 minutes grapple community

10 -15 minutes grapple games and clues

10 minutes grapple time

15 minutes grapple team time

10 minutes grapple team reports

5 minutes grapple prayer and dare

                   Bibles, Grapple DVD, DVD player, Christian music CD,  

CD player, copy of the Grapple Team Guide for each person, paper, pencils

grapple community:  5 minutes

Play Christian music as kids enjoy snacks and friendship, and then 

play an opening countdown from the Grapple DVD to wrap up Grapple 

Community time. 

grapple games:  10 -15 minutes

Lead kids in the games they chose ahead of time at mygrapple.com. 

grapple clues

Have kids write the answers to this week’s Grapple Clues. Award points 

for each correct answer. (Answers in parentheses are samples.) The 

winning team gets the Grapple Button.

 CLUE 1 [879 points each]:    Discover words used in the Bible to 

describe God. (Creator; loving; merciful; 

eternal)

 CLUE 2 [987 points]:    Find two passages in the Bible that use     

       the word eternal. (Deuteronomy 33:26-27;  

       Daniel 7:14; 1 Timothy 1:17)

 CLUE 3 [264 points]:           Discover where one person in your team 

was born. 

 CLUE 4 [423 points]:   Find out something each person in our   

      class would do forever if possible.

 

grapple schedule
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grapple time: 10 minutes 
 

Lead the entire class in the following: 

 

 

 

 Where did each of your items come from? How long have you  

 had each one? How long do you think you’ll have each one?  

 What will happen to each one in the future?  

Ask for at least one volunteer from each group to tell the class about an 

interesting item someone shared. 

 Where did you come from? How long do you think you’ll live?  

 What will happen to you in the future?

 Everyone comes from somewhere, right? Counting on  

 your fingers, count back as many generations as you can  

 in your family, and share where each generation came  

 from. Share with kids your own example: You came from [city  

 name]; your mom or dad came from [city]; your grandparent  

 came from [city]; and so on. Allow time. Then find out who  

 can count back the furthest and where that person’s oldest  

 ancestor came from.

 How would you explain to someone where God came from?

 Everything we see and everyone we know came from  

 somewhere. But where did God come from? That’s one of  

 life’s big questions and it’s one that makes it difficult for  

 some people to believe in God at all. Let’s grapple with  

 that now.

 

grapple team time: 

Find two objects you brought with you to class: one 

that you consider new and another old. These items 

might be something you’re wearing or something in 

your pocket. Get with your Grapple Team, and answer 

the following questions:
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grapple dare

Hebrews 13:8 tells us, “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday, today, 

and forever.” God is eternal. God has no beginning and no end. 

God never changes. Of course, we change and everything around 

us changes, but God will never change. This week as you see 

evidence of the changing season—leaves beginning to turn colors 

and fall, colder breezes, different veggies on your dinner plate—I 

dare you to give thanks to our eternal God who will always remain 

the same. 

Remember to go to mygrapple.com this week to choose the opening 

games for next week, look for Grapple Clues to win the Grapple 

Button, play an online game, and connect with each other—and me. 

grapple team time: 15 minutes

Break into Grapple Teams. Encourage Grapple Team leaders to check in 

with kids about their week. Grapple Team leaders will facilitate discussion, 

using the Grapple Team Guide on pages 5-6. Afterward, kids will report 

what they learned.

 

grapple team reports: 10 minutes

At the end of Grapple Team Time, match Grapple Teams that chose  

Option 1 with Grapple Teams that chose Option 2 from page 6. Have 

teams present their reports.

 

grapple prayer: 5 minutes

Read the Grapple Prayer options. Have the class choose one prayer 

option that everyone will do. Allow kids time to pray about what they 

discovered. Then close in prayer.

 Option 1:  Circle Prayers   

Form a circle to represent that God is eternal. Then pray 

together, telling God what you learned today.

 Option 2:  Singing Prayers  

Quietly sing a song (use a song about God being 

eternal, or make up words to a familiar tune) to thank 

God for being here yesterday, today, and forever. 
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grapple team guide 

In your Grapple Team, use this guide to grapple with 

today’s question. 

 

What’s your earliest memory? What do you think made 

it so memorable? 

Read Genesis 1:1-2.  

   If the earth had a memory, what might be its first   

   memory? What can this tell you about God? 

Read Isaiah 48:12-13.

How does God describe himself? If God made everything, 

who made God? What does existing forever look like, and 

can you think of anything else that exists forever?

Because this is slightly brain-boggling stuff, take a 

moment to stretch your bodies before you form a circle 

holding hands with your team.

Where does your circle start and end? Where does God 

start and end? How might your circle represent God?

Read Psalm 90:1-2 and Psalm 102:24-28.

Inside the oval make two lists: what God is and what 

God does. 

Lesson 1

    DESCRIPTIONS                   ACTIONS
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grapple team reports

With your team, choose one of the options below to 

report what you discovered. 

 Option 1:  Tell It 

As a team, say “Forever” in unison  before 

each person completes the sentence with 

one thing you learned. 

 Option 2:  Skit It 

Create a short skit involving your whole 

team to show how you would answer 

today’s grapple question.

Read John 1:1-4.

Add to your lists of what God is and what God does.

                     According to John, where does God come from?  

   In your own words, explain to your partner what  

                     eternal means. How is it even possible that God  

                     can be eternal? Then talk about how God being  

                     eternal affects you and your life.

  Let’s give Jesus the last words.

Read Revelation 22:13.

  Now how would you explain to someone where 

  God came from? 

 

Lesson 1 - Team Guide
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2Who Is God?
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How Can God Be Everywhere?

Key Faith Foundation: God Is Always With Us

Key Scriptures: Deuteronomy 4:39; Psalm 139:7-12;  

Jonah 1:1-4; 2:1-6; Matthew 28:18-20
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5 minutes grapple community

10 -15 minutes grapple games and clues

10 minutes grapple time

15 minutes grapple team time

10 minutes grapple team reports

5 minutes grapple prayer and dare

 Bibles, Grapple DVD, DVD player, Christian music CD,  

CD player, copy of the Grapple Team Guide for each person, paper, 

pencils 

 

grapple community:  5 minutes 
 

Play Christian music as kids enjoy snacks and friendship, and then 

play an opening countdown from the Grapple DVD to wrap up Grapple 

Community time. 

 

grapple games:  10 -15 minutes 

 

Lead kids in the games they chose ahead of time at mygrapple.com. 

grapple clues

Have kids write the answers to this week’s Grapple Clues. Award points 

for each correct answer. (Answers in parentheses are samples.) The 

winning team gets the Grapple Button.

 CLUE 1 [359 points]:    Find in the book of Genesis what God   

       promised Jacob in a dream. (“I am with    

        you, and I will protect you wherever you go”        

       in Genesis 28.)

 CLUE 2 [901 points]:     Read Psalm 139, and discover what it 

says about where God is. (There’s no 

place you can go where God is not.) 

CLUE 3 [753 points]:    Discover who in your team lives the 

farthest north.

 CLUE 4 [246 points]:   Find out who in our class has visited the 

most countries. 

grapple schedule
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grapple time: 10 minutes 

Lead the entire class in the following:

Designate walls of your meeting space as “north,” “south,” “east,” and 

“west.” Make sure kids understand which wall is which before beginning the 

activity.

         Here’s the challenge. I’ll call out a direction, and you need  

         to run to the designated wall as fast as possible. If you 

                      make it there and tag the wall before I call the next   

                      direction, you’re still in the game. If you don’t tag the  

                      correct wall in time, you’ll take a break, sit next to me, and  

                      help me pick my next direction. 

Call out “north,” “south,” “east,” or “west,” and give all kids time to reach 

the correct wall. Continue calling directions, but call them faster and faster 

so not all of the kids reach the wall in time. Play until no one can reach the 

wall by the time you call a new direction. If you have time, play a couple of 

times.

How did you feel when I started calling out more than one 

location at a time?

Why can’t you be in more than one place at one time? How 

can God be in more than one place at a time? (The only 

answer you can’t give is “Because he’s God.”) Imagine what it 

would be like to be everywhere at the same time, and then try 

to describe what it would be like.

Although we can move from place to place pretty quickly, 

none of us can be in more than one place at a time. But 

God can. God is everywhere, all the time, and with each 

one of us. How can that be? Let’s grapple!

grapple team time:  
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grapple team time:  15 minutes

Break into Grapple Teams. Encourage Grapple Team leaders to check in 

with kids about their week. Grapple Team leaders will facilitate discussion, 

using the Grapple Team Guide on pages 5-6. Afterward, kids will report 

what they learned.  

grapple team reports:  10 minutes

At the end of Grapple Team Time, match Grapple Teams that chose 

Option 1 with Grapple Teams that chose Option 2 from page 6. Have 

teams present their reports. 

grapple prayer:  5 minutes

Read the Grapple Prayer options. Have the class choose one prayer 

option that everyone will do. Allow kids time to pray about what they 

discovered. Then close in prayer.

 Option 1:  Walking Prayers 

Go for a short walk. As you walk, thank God for being 

with you each step of the way.

 Option 2:  Listing Prayers   

Make a list of all the places you go each week. Talk to 

God about the situations you face in each place, and 

thank God for being already there. 

grapple dare

Jesus promised his disciples, “And be sure of this: I am with you 

always, even to the end of the age” (Matthew 28:20b). Jesus will be 

with you everywhere, no matter where you go or what you do. We 

began today with a challenge, and we’ll end it with one. Here is this 

week’s dare: Every time you change location, and I do mean every 

time—when you leave your bedroom for breakfast or leave your 

house for school or leave school for soccer practice—whenever and 

wherever you go, remember that God is with you, and thank him for 

always being with you.

Remember to go to mygrapple.com this week to choose the opening 

games for next week, look for Grapple Clues to win the Grapple 

Button, play an online game, and connect with each other—and me.
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grapple team guide 

In your Grapple Team, use this guide to grapple with 

today’s question.

 Tell a partner about a favorite hangout spot, 

which might be your bedroom or under the tree 

in your backyard, for example.

Read Deuteronomy 4:39.

 Now talk with your partner about where God 

hangs out, based on this verse. How are your 

hangout spots and God’s hangout spots similar 

and different? 

Read Psalm 139:7-12.

 How do these passages make you feel? 

Trapped? Comforted? Chased? Supported? 

Explain.

This may sound like a trick question, but what is one 

place God doesn’t go? Make up a riddle about that 

place. Then turn to another group, and ask your riddle 

to see if that group can guess your place.

Read Jonah 1:1-4; 2:1-6.

What did Jonah discover when he tried to get away 

from God? Do you think it’s possible to get away from 

God—or go someplace God won’t be? Why or why 

not?

Lesson 2
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grapple team reports

With your team, choose one of the options below to 

report what you discovered. 

 Option 1:  Sculpt It 

Use your bodies to make a sculpture to 

share what you learned today. 

 Option 2:  Say It 

Take turns sharing what it means to you 

personally that God is always with you. 

Read Matthew 28:18-20.

According to these verses, where does Jesus have 

authority? What does authority mean? Where does 

Jesus say he will be, and what does that mean for 

you? 

 How would you explain to someone how God 

can be everywhere?

Lesson 2 - Team Guide
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3Why Does God Let Bad Things Happen?

Key Faith Foundation: God Is in Control

Key Scriptures: Job 1:6–2:10; 42:10-16; Isaiah 43:1-5;  

Matthew 11:1-6; 14:1-11
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5 minutes grapple community

10 -15 minutes grapple games and clues

10 minutes grapple time

15 minutes grapple team time

10 minutes grapple team reports

5 minutes grapple prayer and dare

   Bibles, Grapple DVD, DVD player, Christian music CD,  

CD player, copy of the Grapple Team Guide for each person, paper, 

pencils, colored markers, butcher paper, masking tape or tacks 

 

grapple community:  5 minutes 

Play Christian music as kids enjoy snacks and friendship, and then 

play an opening countdown from the Grapple DVD to wrap up Grapple 

Community time.

grapple games:  10 -15 minutes

Lead kids in the games they chose ahead of time at mygrapple.com. 

grapple clues

Have kids write the answers to this week’s Grapple Clues. Award points 

for each correct answer. (Answers in parentheses are samples.) The 

winning team gets the Grapple Button.

 CLUE 1 [272 points]:    Discover three people in the Old Testament 

whose names start with the letter J and who 

had really bad stuff happen to them. (Joseph 

in Genesis 37; Job in Job 1; Jonah in Jonah 1) 

 CLUE 2 [139 points each]:    Find one example in the Bible of someone 

asking for God’s rescue from hard 

times, such as poverty, enemies, or 

discouragement. (Psalms 6; 31; 59)  

 CLUE 3 [467 points]:    Find out one prayer request for each person 

in your team. (Then pray for each person!) 

 CLUE 4 [293 points]:   Discover from someone not on your Grapple 

Team something bad that happened this 

week and who it happened to. 

 

grapple schedule
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grapple time: 10 minutes

Put a butcher-paper banner on the wall, and draw an arrow 

stretching across it. Write “Bad” at the far end of the line, write 

“Really Bad” at the middle of the line, and write “Really, Really, 

Really Bad” next to the pointed end of the arrow.

Lead the entire class in the following:

 Think for a moment of the worst injury you’ve ever had. 

This could be anything from a killer pimple to a broken 

arm, or even worse.

 Got it in your mind? OK, now go stand against the wall in 

the spot that you think best describes that injury. Was it 

bad? really bad? or really, really, really bad?

Allow time for kids to pick a spot. 

So what were your injuries? Why did you pick that spot to stand? 

After they’ve heard what others’ injuries are and compared them, invite kids 

to rearrange themselves against the banner if they’d like. Then thank them 

for a job well done, and have everybody sit down.

 So what about stuff in life besides injuries? There are lots 

of bad things that can happen to people.

Think of your own life or people you know. What are some bad 

things that have happened? How about really bad things? What 

are some examples of really, really, really bad things you’ve 

heard of happening to people?

Give each pair a marker, and have everyone come up to the banner to write 

words or short phrases along the arrow to represent some of the examples 

they discussed. When every pair has written at least three examples, read 

all the words on the banner aloud.

How does hearing about all these bad things make you feel? 

How do you think God fits into all of this? Where do you think 

God was while these bad things happened? If God loves us, why 

do you think God allows stuff like this to happen to people?

It can be really hard to trust in God and in his love when 

we see horrible things happen to people. Why does God 

let bad things happen? It’s a really tough question, so 

let’s grapple with it together. 
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grapple dare

Life can be tough—really, really tough. And sometimes bad things 

happen to us—really, really, really bad things. But I dare you to trust 

God, no matter what! God is always in control—whether we realize it 

or not. Next time you feel afraid, discouraged, or confused because of 

tough times you’re facing, I dare you to react with trust and respond 

with worship. Hang on tight to Jesus—who is with you in the middle of 

your bad situation. I dare you to believe in God’s power and love with 

all your heart, even when you don’t feel like it.

Remember to go to mygrapple.com this week to choose the opening 

games for next week, look for Grapple Clues to win the Grapple 

Button, play an online game, and connect with each other—and me. 
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grapple team time:  15 minutes

Break into Grapple Teams. Encourage Grapple Team leaders to check in 

with kids about their week. Grapple Team leaders will facilitate discussion, 

using the Grapple Team Guide on pages 5-6. Afterward, kids will report 

what they learned.    

grapple team reports:  10 minutes

At the end of Grapple Team Time, match Grapple Teams that chose 

Option 1 with Grapple Teams that chose Option 2 from page 6. Have 

teams present their reports.

grapple prayer:  5 minutes

Read the Grapple Prayer options. Have the class choose one prayer 

option that everyone will do. Allow kids time to pray about what they 

discovered. Then close in prayer.

 Option 1:  Truth Prayers 

Gather around the banner, and read words and phrases 

people wrote to represent tough situations. After you 

read each word or phrase, whisper this truth together: 

“God, I believe that you’ll be with me if I ever face 

something like this, and I trust that you’re in control.”

 Option 2:  Face-Flat Prayers    

When Job was in the middle of his very hard situation, 

he fell to the ground and worshipped God. Lie flat on the 

ground with your arms spread out, close your eyes, and 

silently pray about the reasons you trust God.
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grapple team guide 

In your Grapple Team, use this guide to grapple with 

today’s question.

 
Read Job 1:6-19 and 2:3-7.  

List all the bad things these verses say happened to Job.

Now make your own banner. Mark “Bad,” “Really Bad,” 

and “Really, Really, Really Bad” along the line of the 

arrow. Write a J on the arrow to mark how you’d rate 

the events in Job’s life, and then show your arrow to 

your teammates.

What does this Scripture reveal about who’s really in 

control of the world? Do you think what God did is 

good or bad? Explain. How would you feel about life 

and God if you were Job? How does hearing that God 

said it was OK for Satan to test Job make you feel? 

Does this story mean that if you obey God, like Job 

did, he’s going to let Satan put your faith to the test? 

Why or why not? If you were in Job’s situation, what 

would you want to say to or ask God? 

Read Job 1:20-22 and 2:9-10. 

How does Job’s response compare with what 

you would have felt if you were in his place? 

Why do you think Job said these things? What 

does Job’s response show about his view of 

God and his relationship with God?

Lesson 3
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Read Job 42:10-16.

What’s one thing you can remember from these verses 

the next time you deal with hard times?

Read Matthew 11:1-6.

What did John the Baptist hope Jesus would do for 

him? What do you hope Jesus will do for you when you 

go through hard times? How do you feel about Jesus’ 

response to John the Baptist? How has Jesus’ response 

to you in hard times been similar to or different from the 

response he gave John the Baptist?

Read Matthew 14:1-11.

Write “JB” (for John the Baptist) on the arrow to mark 

how tough you think his situation was. Does the fact 

that Jesus didn’t help John the Baptist get out of prison, 

even though Jesus was capable of miracles, make him 

seem uncaring or not in control? Why or why not? When 

have you gone through hard times and God didn’t 

come through for you. Explain. 

Read Isaiah 43:1-5. 

What discouraging things do these verses 

say? What encouraging things do they say? 

Sum it up in your own words.

grapple team reports

With your team, choose one of the options below to 

report what you discovered. 

 Option 1:  Pantomime 

Silently act out the images and truths in Isaiah 

43:1-5 to sum up your team’s discussion.

  Option 2:  Graffiti 

Use colored markers to write and decorate 

big, bold messages on your class’s “Bad; 

Really Bad; Really, Really, Really Bad” banner 

that tell truths you discovered about God. 

Lesson 3 - Team Guide
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4Who Is God?  
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Is There Anything God Can’t Do?

Key Faith Foundation: God Is Holy 

Key Scriptures: Leviticus 19:2; Numbers 23:18-19;  

Jeremiah 32:17, 26-27; Luke 1:26-38
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5 minutes grapple community

10 -15 minutes grapple games and clues

10 minutes grapple time

15 minutes grapple team time

10 minutes grapple team reports

5 minutes grapple prayer and dare

 Bibles, Grapple DVD, DVD player, Christian music CD, 

CD player, copy of the Grapple Team Guide for each person, paper, 

pencils, tape, marker, paper or plastic foam cups, 20-ounce soda 

bottles with lids and with labels removed, vegetable oil, water, 1 

photocopy of the “Can It Be Done?” handout at the end of the lesson
 

 
grapple community:  5 minutes 
 

Play Christian music as kids enjoy snacks and friendship, and then 

play an opening countdown from the Grapple DVD to wrap up Grapple 

Community time. 

 

grapple games:  10 -15 minutes 
 

Lead kids in the games they chose ahead of time at mygrapple.com. 

grapple clues

Have kids write the answers to this week’s Grapple Clues. Award points 

for each correct answer. (Answers in parentheses are samples.) The 

winning team gets the Grapple Button.

 CLUE 1 [135 points]:    Find two passages in the Bible where God 

did something that seemed impossible. 

(Exodus 14: parting the Red Sea; John 11: 

Jesus raising Lazarus from the dead)

 CLUE 2 [246 points]:    Discover an example of a miraculous meal 

in the Bible—a time when God provided 

food for people in an amazing way. (Exodus 

16: manna from heaven; Matthew 14: Jesus 

feeds 5,000 people.)  

 CLUE 3 [357 points]:    Find out what superpower each person in 

your team would like to have. 

 CLUE 4 [468 points]:   Discover one other person in our class who 

has a special ability similar to one you have.

grapple schedule
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grapple time: 10 minutes

 Cue the Grapple DVD to the “Can Do” clip. Make six signs, 

lettered A through F, and post them on the walls around your 

classroom. 

Lead the entire class in the following:

 Some people can do totally amazing, unbelievable 

things—stuff you’d hardly ever believe was true! Let’s 

play a game to look at what people can—and can’t—do.

Give the pieces of the handout to six kids; keep the “Answers” section. 

Gather everyone together in the middle of the room, and point out the six 

lettered signs. Then have the kids take turns reading aloud from their pieces 

of the handout, and have all the kids run as fast as they can to the spot that 

indicates their answer. After the game, read the correct answers aloud.   

 What are some silly, amazing, or unusual things you’ve seen 

people do? What are some talents or abilities you have?

 There’s somebody who can top all of us when it comes to 

doing amazing things. Let’s check out this video to see 

who it is. 

Show the “Can Do” clip on the Grapple DVD.

 What are some other amazing things God can do? In the 

video, there were some things Jesus just wouldn’t or couldn’t 

do. Do you think that means there are some things God can’t 

do? Why or why not?

 God can do amazing things. God has the power to do 

anything! Is that right? Are there things God can’t do? 

Hmm…sounds a bit like a trick question, doesn’t it? OK, 

let’s grapple together with the question of what God can 

or cannot do. 
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grapple dare

God created the stars, the planets, and the blazing sun. God parted 

the Red Sea, healed diseases, calmed storms, and raised the dead. 

God’s power is awesome, and he can do anything! Except God can’t 

be what he is not. God is holy and perfect, and that means God 

cannot sin. God will not, does not, and cannot lie or be unjust or do 

evil—no way, no how, no chance! So I dare you to trust in the power 

of our amazing God. This week, when you run into a situation you 

don’t know how to deal with, ask God for help. God is always there 

for you.

Remember to go to mygrapple.com this week to choose the opening 

games for next week, look for Grapple Clues to win the Grapple 

Button, play an online game, and connect with each other—and me.  
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grapple team time: 15 minutes

Break into Grapple Teams. Encourage Grapple Team leaders to check in 

with kids about their week. Grapple Team leaders will facilitate discussion, 

using the Grapple Team Guide on pages 5-6. Afterward, kids will report 

what they learned. 

As kids break into Grapple Teams, set out paper or plastic-foam cups, two 

cups per team. Fill one cup per team with water. (Option: Add a few drops of 

blue food coloring to each cup.) Fill one cup per team at least halfway with 

vegetable oil. Also set out the 20-ounce plastic bottles with lids.
  

grapple team reports:  10 minutes
    

At the end of Grapple Team Time, match Grapple Teams that chose 

Option 1 with Grapple Teams that chose Option 2 from page 6. Have 

teams present their reports. 

grapple prayer:  5 minutes

Read the Grapple Prayer options. Have the class choose one prayer 

option that everyone will do. Allow kids time to pray about what they 

discovered. Then close in prayer.

 Option 1:  Scripture Prayers 

Read Psalm 77:13-14 aloud together two times, and then 

say “Amen” at the end.

 Option 2:  Popcorn Prayers      

Praise God together by each saying aloud one example 

of God’s power from a Bible story or from your life. 
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grapple team guide 

In your Grapple Team, use this guide to grapple with 

today’s question.

Some people like to ask trick questions about God. 

Here’s a popular one: Can God create a rock that’s so 

gigantic that it’s too big even for him to carry?

How would you answer that question? 

Read Luke 1:26-38.

What do you think the words in verse 37 

meant to Mary? What do you think of these 

words? How could these words help you 

face a seemingly impossible situation?

Read Jeremiah 32:17, 26-27.

How would you explain these verses in 

your own words? How would you describe 

God’s power to a friend? Share an example 

of God’s power (from the Bible or from 

everyday life) that’s meaningful to you.

So, yeah, nothing is impossible for God. Well…almost 

nothing. Do this science experiment with your team to 

help you explore this idea a little more.

Get a cup of water, a cup of oil, and an empty soda 

bottle (with a lid). Work together to carefully pour the 

cup of water and the cup of oil into the pop bottle. Screw 

the lid on as tightly as possible, then take turns shaking 

the bottle three times each. After it’s all shaken up, 

set the bottle in the middle of your Grapple Team, and 

watch what happens as you continue your discussion.

God is powerful. But power isn’t God’s only important trait.

Read Leviticus 19:2. 

What does holiness mean? Why is it important to you 

that God is holy?

Lesson 4
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grapple team reports

With your team, choose one of the options below to 

report what you discovered. 

 Option 1:  Meaning in Motion 

Explain what you learned while you hop 

up and down together and toss your bottle 

back and forth, shaking it up as you go.

 Option 2:  Friend to Friend 

Act out a conversation between some 

Christian and non-Christian friends. Pretend 

the non-Christian friends have questions about 

what God is like and the Christian friends are 

trying to explain God’s power and holiness.

What things can’t God do, according to this 

verse? If God is holy, what are some other 

things you think God probably cannot do? 

So, if there are things God can’t do, has the 

way you view God changed? Or the way you 

view God’s power? Why or why not? 

Check out your bottle. By now, the oil and water are 

separating from each other. Oil and water repel each other; 

they just don’t mix. How is this like (or unlike) God and sin?

List some words to describe God on the lines next to the 

“water” section of the bottle. Then jot down some words 

that describe things God cannot do next to the “oil” 

section of the bottle. 

Lesson 4 - Team Guide

Read Numbers 23:18-19.
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Can It Be Done? 

Cut along the dotted lines. Hand out the questions at the beginning of the 

activity and keep the answers to share during the lesson.

1. A man ran to the top of Mount Kilimanjaro in about five and a half hours. 

(This journey normally takes people four or five days!)

If you think a person really did this, run to letter C.

If you think a person could never do this, run to letter F.

 

2. A woman ate 45 live cockroaches in one minute.

If you think a person really did this, run to letter A.

If you think a person could never do this, run to letter E.

 

3. A person blew a bubble-gum bubble that measured 4 feet in diameter.

If you think a person really did this, run to letter B.

If you think a person could never do this, run to letter D.

 

4. A man set the world record by holding his breath underwater for 14 

minutes and 12 seconds.

If you think a person really did this, run to letter C.

If you think a person could never do this, run to letter A.

 

5. A woman did 48 cartwheels in one minute.

If you think a person really did this, run to letter F.

If you think a person could never do this, run to letter B.

 

6. A person successfully hula’d 200 hula hoops all at once.  

If you think a person really did this, run to letter D.

If you think a person could never do this, run to letter A.

1. Yes, a person really did this. Sean 

Burch ran up Mount Kilimanjaro in about 

five and a half hours on June 7, 2005. 

2. No, a person didn’t really do this. 

The most live cockroaches eaten by a 

person in one minute is actually 36. 

3. No, a person didn’t really do this. The 

largest bubble-gum bubble measured 

only 20 inches in diameter and was 

blown from three pieces of Dubble 

Bubble gum.

4. Yes, a person really did this. Tom 

Sietas completed this feat on January 

5, 2006. 

5. Yes, a person named Brianna 

Schroeder really did this in 1997.

6. No, a person didn’t really do this. 

Kareena Oates was only able to hula 100 

hoops at once!

Answers
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